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DENOUNCE THE VISIT OF THE ETHIOPIAN DICTATOR TO BERLIN/GERMANY 

 

Haile Mariam Desalegn is actually a nominal prime minister but he is a representative of a 

very repressive and autocratic regime in Ethiopia. Germany should not have invited him, 

Germany should have stopped wasting German tax payers money backing the tyrannical 

regime. 

 

The guest of Germany, Haile Mariam, presides over a regime that has been called one of 

the worst predators of the free press (a number of journalists and bloggers who have not 

managed to flee are jailed),one of the worst violators of human rights in Africa, a regime 

that has  that has sold land the size of Belgium to foreign land grabbers and forced the 

dislocation and resettlement of uprooted 250,000 citizens, committed massacres in 

Gambella, the Ogaden and other places, ethnic cleansed very many thousands of Amharas, 

and holds more than 37,000 political prisoners in horrible conditions, In Ethiopia, torture 

is routine and systematic, dissent violently repressed, those demanding and equality jailed 

or murdered. It is an undemocratic one ethnic based  rule that has ruined Ethiopia despite 

false and demagogic claims of economic progress actually countered by the reality of 

disastrous poverty, famine, inflation and no less than a million people rendered homeless. 

 

Germany should STOP backing and supporting repressive and tyrannical regimes like the 

one in Ethiopia. The so called aid is eaten up by corruption and does less than little to the 

welfare of the people. People of Germany should call on their government to  stop backing 

dictators in Ethiopia and the whole of Africa. For every crime that is committed against 

the people of Ethiopia, for every massacre against people in the Ogaden, Gambella, in the 

south and Oromo areas, against Amharas, etc Germany is held responsible as it fully backs 

the murderous regime in Addis Ababa. 

 

SOCEPP calls on all of you democratic citizens to; 

 denounce the visit to Germany of the representative of the tyranny in Ethiopia; 

 to call on Germany to stop its alliance with dictators in Ethiopia and Africa; 

 to call for the release of all political prisoners in Ethiopia; 

 to condemn the summary execution of the disappeared  that has now been exposed 

and to denounce the gross human rights violations. 

Germany, STOP aiding and abetting dictators in Africa !! 
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